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SMC plans festival

by Cathy Trageser

Tentative plans for the 1978 Oktoberfest sponsored by St. Mary's Social Commission have been announced. October 4, 5, and 6 are the dates selected for the annual German festival which will be highlighted by a biergarten and dance, featuring the band "Hot Springs." Oktoberfest activities are scheduled to open on Wednesday, October 4, with a softball tournament between students and faculty members.

At Oktoberfest Night at Senior Bar, complete with German music and decorations, and an opening night party for all ND-SMC students are also planned.

Thursday's activities will include a German dinner in the dining hall with a live band providing entertainment. Helium balloons and brown and beige Oktoberfest T-shirts will be on sale.

The shuttle bus between Notre Dame and St. Mary's will be decorated appropriately for the occasion. Thursday evening at 8 p.m., the film "Dr. Zhivago" will be shown in Carroll Hall. Plans for a disco dance contest and a "Gong Show" Happy Hour on Friday are being discussed. Each SMC residence hall will be responsible for decorating its lobby following the Oktoberfest theme. Hall decorations will be judged by a panel of students and faculty members on Thursday, and a trophy will be awarded to the hall with the most outstanding decorations.

The results of a recent poll suggested that more activities be planned for underclassmen in order to involve a greater majority of the student body in Oktoberfest. The Oktoberfest committee will hold its next meeting Wednesday at 6 p.m., in the Social Commission office in the basement of Regina Hall. Anyone interested in working on the committee can contact co-chairpersons Nanne Murray, Jane Ryan, and Ann Sofranko at 4987.

Begin deferred to Sadat and urged the Egyptian leader to board the helicopter. The three men and the helicopter were fit by a glare of floodlights.

When the helicopter touched down on the White House lawn, the three leaders were greeted by some 50 dignitaries and members of the White House staff. Each of the three got a kiss from the president's wife, Rosalynn. Carter acknowledged that at times the talks faltered. But Carter said the results exceeded all expectations.

Sadat, speaking next at a ceremony in the White House East Room, thanked Carter for fulfilling his promise to help solve the Middle East conflict.

CAMP DAVID, Md. [AP] - Egypt and Israel, in a major breakthrough in their 30-year conflict, committed themselves at the Camp David summit to a peace treaty, Israeli withdrawal from the Sinai and full autonomy for Palestinians in Israeli occupied territories after five years, administration officials said last night.

As the summit drew to a close, President Carter joined Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin in a jet helicopter and flew from Carter's forested Camp David resort to a peace treaty, Israeli withdrawal from the Sinai and full autonomy for Palestinians in Israeli occupied territories after five years, administration officials said last night.

As the summit drew to a close, President Carter joined Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin in a jet helicopter and flew from Carter's forested Camp David resort to the beginning of the meeting during which attendance will be limited to Council members.

Fr. Eugene Gorski, rector of Howard Hall supported the policy stating that it would encourage the free flow of communication.

The policy drew criticism from Observer Editor Tony Pace. "It is my understanding that the CLC is an open meeting and so anything said in a matter of public record," Pace stated, adding, "If they want to make those meetings closed they should but I think the community would suffer.

The CLC constitution states "All meetings of the Council shall be open to any member of the University community and to representatives of the campus media, except when otherwise determined by the Council."

The current press policy was adopted without a vote.

The Council also unanimously accepted an amendment to its bylaws concerning the attendance of co-office members, Dean of Students James Roemer and Vice-President for Student Affairs Fr. Vos Wolvler. According to the original constitution these two members were to attend only every other meeting. The amendment changes their attendance to every other meeting and to those "they have been invited to by the chairman."

In discussion of the agenda of issues for the coming year, Fr. Richard Conyers proposed that the Council consider taking steps to give the CLC legislative powers.

"A major loss was sustained when the SLC was disbanded. The students lost the only legislative body they had," Conyers added. "I think one of our primary goals should be the attainment of legislative power through this body."

Conyers' statement was countered by Roemer who asserted that the SLC never actually had legislative powers and the problem was merely one of semantics. "The SLC never was legislative in any real sense. Letting them SLC members think they were, created difficulties.

One student member who had been a member of the SLC said that while the CLC may not differ from the SLC in terms of legislative power, it did lack a direct line of communication with the University President enjoyed by the former body.

"SLC proposals had to go through Bob. Just to the top whether he agreed with them or not. Now the CLC is strictly an advisory council in the office for student affairs," he stated.

Later in the meeting a remark made by Wolvler prompted discussion concerning the amount of representation the Council of Student Life has on the Council. The Council approved the following resolution submitted by Chairman McKenna to seek ways to increase student input without changing the Council's make-up.
Earthquake hits Iran

TEHRAN, Iran-A devastating earthquake that struck a farming region of northeast Iran Saturday killed more than 11,000 persons and destroyed entire cities and villages, the official Iran news agency reported yesterday. The quake, which U.S. seismologists measured at 7.5 on the Richter scale was the most powerful in recent Iranian history. Officials said they feared the reported death toll would go much higher as word comes in from outlying villages.

Church blasts censorship

WARSZAWA, Poland-The leaders of Poland's powerful Roman Catholic Church, in one of their sharpest challenges yet to the government, called yesterday for the abolition of censorship, denouncing it as a "weapon of totalitarian regimes." A pastoral letter signed by all Polish bishops and read from church pulpits throughout the country also urged the government to allow the broadcasting of religious programs and exhorted the faithful to listen to Radio Vatican. The letter was the strongest denunciation of censorship made by the church in years.

Dole to run?

[AP]-Sen. Bob Dole says he will not run for the Republican presidential nomination in 1980 if former President Gerald Ford runs, but he might enter the race if Ronald Reagan chooses to run. "It would be the height of ingratitude to say, 'I tried it. I liked it, I'm going to run.' After all, he Ford picked me out of obscurity," Ford said Saturday.

Cities hit by fire

[AP]-A fire in downtown Muncie yesterday gutted a seven-story apartment blaze under control in about an hour and a half, officials reported. The fire, which was discovered about 9 a.m., was out by late Sunday.

Mideast talks produce agreement

[AP] - Sen. Edward Brooke, a liberal Republican, faces a conservative former talk show host today in the Massachusetts primary elections.

Weather

Partly cloudy, very warm and humid today and tomorrow. Highs both days in the upper 80s. Lows tonight in the upper 60s.

On Campus Today

30 participate in slumber party

by Leslie Brinkley

The Oklahoma senatorial primary in 1972 to the seat occupied by retiring Rep. Allen Ellender for 30 years. Brooks, 58 years old and a two-term incumbent, is being challenged by Arl Nelson, 31, a talk-show host whose campaign has been heavily financed by national conservative organizations.

Candidates to face primaries

In the Republican primary, Ed Rumsfeld, 58 years old and a two-term incumbent, is being challenged by Arl Nelson, 31, a talk-show host whose campaign has been heavily financed by national conservative organizations.

Brooks included:

Candidates to face primaries

In the Republican primary, Ed Rumsfeld, 58 years old and a two-term incumbent, is being challenged by Arl Nelson, 31, a talk-show host whose campaign has been heavily financed by national conservative organizations.

PUBLICLY MENTIONED OF BROOKS'S STORMY DIVORCE PROCEEDINGS. EARLIER THIS SUMMER, BROOKS WERE CHALLENGED BY ARL NELSON, 31, A TALK-SHOW HOST WHOSE CAMPAIGN HAS BEEN HEAVILY FINANCED BY NATIONAL CONSERVATIVE ORGANIZATIONS.

Event schedule to help seniors

The Placement Bureau has arranged a schedule of events designed to help seniors in their career planning and job search.

First in their line-up is a meeting for each college at which students may learn about their employment outlook, good interview techniques, and job search strategies. Registration and sign-up procedures will be explained, followed by a general question and answer session. The meetings will all be held in the CCE auditorium at the following dates and times: Business Administration, 7 p.m., Sept. 19; Engineering and Science, 7 p.m., Sept. 20; Arts and Letters, 7 p.m., Sept. 21, and MBA, 9 a.m., Sept. 22.

An open house and sign-up for the first week of on-campus interviews will be held from Sept. 25 to 28, between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. The placement officers for each college will be on hand for each college's sessions to help students.

Canadian Brass!

Is pure gold

Tues. Sept. 19th 8:00pm O'Laughlin Auditorium

Adults $3.50

Reservations

Students $2.00

284-4176
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including two creative arts awards presented at a separate ceremony last week.

The awards were interrupted by a moment announcement from the White House by President Carter, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin at the conclusion of the 12-day Camp David Mideast summit.

For the fifth time, the saga of Archie Bunker and family was named outstanding comedy series by the academy and stars Carroll O'Connor and Jean Stapleton were hailed outstanding lead performers in a comedy series for a third time. Bob Reiner, the liberal-minded "meathead" of the show won his second Emmy for supporting actor, and awards also went to director Paul Bogart and writers Bob Weiskopf, Barry Harman and Harvey Brosten.

The only Emmy to break the "All in the Family" sweep was Julie Kavner, Brenda Morgenstern of "Rhoda," who was selected best supporting actress in a comedy series. The "Rockford Files," with James Garner as an ex-bodyguard private eye, was named outstanding drama series. Emmas for outstanding leads in a drama series went to Sada Thompson of "Family" and Edward Asner of "Lou Grant." It was Asner's sixth Emmy.

"Lou Grant" also won an Emmy for Nancy Marchand, chosen outstanding supporting actress in a drama series as Sada Thompson of "Family" and Edward Asner of "Lou Grant." It was Asner's sixth Emmy.

"Holocaust," scored awards in a drama series category for writer Gerald Green and director Marvin J. Chomsky.

With 16 nominations, "Holocaust" was the favorite NBC's miniseries about German families caught in the Nazi horror had the biggest impact among programs in the 1977-78 season, approaching the hit of "Roots." A season ago. The saga of a black families and Israeli Prim inister Menachem Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin at the conclusion of the 12-day Camp David Mideast summit.

For the fifth time, the saga of Archie Bunker and family was named outstanding comedy series by the academy and stars Carroll O'Connor and Jean Stapleton were hailed outstanding lead performers in a comedy series for a third time. Bob Reiner, the liberal-minded "meathead" of the show won his second Emmy for supporting actor, and awards also went to director Paul Bogart and writers Bob Weiskopf, Barry Harman and Harvey Brosten.

The only Emmy to break the "All in the Family" sweep was Julie Kavner, Brenda Morgenstern of "Rhoda," who was selected best supporting actress in a comedy series. The "Rockford Files," with James Garner as an ex-bodyguard private eye, was named outstanding drama series. Emmas for outstanding leads in a drama series went to Sada Thompson of "Family" and Edward Asner of "Lou Grant." It was Asner's sixth Emmy.

"Lou Grant" also won an Emmy for Nancy Marchand, chosen outstanding supporting actress in a drama series as Sada Thompson of "Family" and Edward Asner of "Lou Grant." It was Asner's sixth Emmy.

"Holocaust," scored awards in a drama series category for writer Gerald Green and director Marvin J. Chomsky.

With 16 nominations, "Holocaust" was the favorite NBC's miniseries about German families caught in the Nazi terror, and "All in the Family," a comedy series about a favorite bigot, won top honors at the 30th Emmy awards last night.

The 9½-hour "Holocaust" was selected as outstanding limited series and won Emmys for stars Michael Moriarty, the sadistic Nazi major, and Meryl Streep, the "Holocaust" came to seven, in-
Residents speak

Dear Editor:

We, the inhabitants of the study lounges of Planner Hall, would like to express our opinion on the present housing situation. This is something that affects us directly; yet we have had no say in the matter, until very recently.

At the time of this writing, there are fourteen freshmen being housed in the study lounges of Planner Hall. We are comfortable in our present environment and do not wish to leave it. We have become well acquainted with our roommates, as well as many other people living in Planner. These friendships have become valuable to us as we have been able to help each other and have received help and information from the upperclassmen we know in the hall. To move us out would force us to lose and possibly break these friendships and force us to make new ones, a difficult and time consuming task for someone settling into the college program for the first time.

In our opinion, we have been treated poorly by the Department of Student Housing. We have been told at one time we will be moving in a week, the next time we are told we'll be staying for the semester. We are very upset living in this state of limbo. Plans are made (decorating the room, buying refrigerators, etc.), then they are scraped because of new information coming out of the Department of Student Housing.

We enjoy living in Planner Hall, and at Notre Dame, but it is very tiring on a freshman when the housing situation is unclear and no opinions are asked. We would appreciate a meeting with the Director of Student Housing at which time we could express our opinions and discuss the situation with those involved in making the decision.

The goal of a good education and a well-balanced individual is difficult to achieve when the individual is left in the background.

The Members of Planner Hall

Demanda doomed

Dear Editor:

Now that I have seen it all. the top stories in Friday's Observer concerned new students and student rights. An ad hoc committee which includes hall presidents, the SBD, the Student Union Director and the Observer Editor-in-Chief, has been formed to obtain legislative and veto powers for the CIC in matters relating to student affairs.

If one browse through back issues of the Observer from the last 50's, it may be noted that a legislative committee was formed to deal with student matters. This committee was named the Student Life Council (SLC) and was composed of eight Administrators, eight faculty members, and eight students.

In its early years, the SLC's meetings were open to the public, were well-attended. As the forum for student discussion, the SLC was largely responsible for the message in student life that came about at that time.

During the 60's, due to apathy and neglect, the SLC slid into a period of trying to define its purpose. It had been a pay lip service to the issues of the day. During this period, the Administration stopped taking the SLC seriously, thus making it a futile and powerless body.

Thus, when SBD Dave Bender retired the SLC last year, we went without strengthening the campus. He replaced it with a CIC body, a body which has no political base, but lacks any legislative power. Whereas the SLC had such power in its charter but simply hadn't used it for several years, the CIC has no power.

This year's student government thought they would have been able to hold us in to the rusty SLC, but they will never be permitted by the Administration to give the CIC the power the SLC once had. Thus, due to a lack of power, Notre Dame's student government, the demands of the Observer are doomed from the start.

Chris Smith

The Teacher and the Researcher

There are two basic criteria by which a modern university is judged: the size of its endowment and the amount of quality research done. If both criteria reach a certain level, the institution is said to have attained or achieved some kind of recognition: not just a certain level of the nation's outstanding academic universitries. It is more difficult to produce quality research than to be discriminated in research (whatever that means). I Nobel Prize every 5 years or a 17. Noteworthy every 10 years) requires a faculty which has researched in a top percent for a number of years. Such a faculty will undoubtedly do the "teaching" they are required to do, but their major efforts will be in research. Popular research has money, glory, and prestige.

To a student, the most important component of a university is a good teacher. A good professor is someone who has his heart in education and is concerned about the progress of his students; is available to his students, and is willing to help a student understand even the most seemingly obvious of academic concepts.

Where does quality teaching fit in the priority list of an "outstanding university?" The answer is: after research. Popular research is the most important a university can level on its students.

The ideal of a university administration is to hire someone who is an excellent researcher and an equally excellent teacher; but this is rarely possible. During three years of undergraduate study it has been my experience that the quality of research (the one who tries to publish the most) is a poor teacher. Some people are, by nature, researchers and others, also by nature, are excellent researchers. Those who can do both are extremely rare.

Desiring good researchers is not a new idea; the modern university is envied for the image of the school, and it attracts many applicants. But, in the long run, the endowment is not the university right for the students. Emphasis on research, while adding to the university's considerable prestige, does not represent the opinion of the majority of its students.

So, if not endowment or research, what does the universe of the students and the image of the school is also improved. If this alternative is not possible, the needs of the students are satisfied and the image of the school is also improved.

The Campaign for Notre Dame will double Notre Dame's endowment, and meet the first criticism for a distinguished institution, Dr. O'Meara, the new provost, commented the need for more money, more research faculty and student as a result of the second. The picture is quite clear.

The character of Notre Dame is one and most important and is the character of Notre Dame's faculty in the present and future.

The push for research over teaching is the trenid. Without the right quality and right quantity of research, any brilliant and well respected faculty member may be forced out.

A university is "natural" home for research, but it must be balanced with the teaching. Notre Dame may be heading toward an era when a student might ask a professor, "Why did you one explain Bohr's atomic theory to me?" The professor would reply, "Talk to me next week when my article will be finished."

Please be seated

Dear Editor:

I attended my first Notre Dame football game last Saturday. Even though the weather was not the best, better weather would not have been possible.

I am a fan and how can it end. Because I stand. I can't stand to stand.

Chris Smith
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Dear Editor:

Curiously has taken hold of me: What group recorded the original version of "Food Fight!" This '50's hit (According to Stephen Belmont) has slipped from my memory.

I agree that Bruce Springsteen put one on of the best rock songs of all time, "Food Fight." I was in fact "A Question of Trust," Bruce's latest album. What legendary Gary D.'s. bonds? Obviously even Bruce has found time to take care of old business a few times between dates.

At any rate, I keep thinking of it and I just want to help out with a new release.

Michael Collins

B.S. The 50's tune "Double Shot of your Love's" was released in 1966.
President Samoza claims: Venezuela supports insurgents

MANAGUA, Nicaragua [AP] - President Anastasio Somoza's government, claiming near-victory against rebels in the north, said yesterday that Venezuela had thrown its military support behind the insurgents, sending warplanes to back a rebel attack in the south. The Information Ministry Statement said Venezuelan planes based in Costa Rica had provided support for a rebel attack on the key town of Penas Blancas, on the Costa Rican border.

Costa Rica quickly denied the Nicaraguan claim. There was no immediate comment reported from Venezuela.

National guard headquarters in Managua, meanwhile, said its forces had completely retaken the northern city of Leon, the country's second-largest. "The communist faction which had taken the city" had been overpowered, a guard statement said.

The guard said government troops also were fighting rebels in Chinandega and Esteli. The rebels, led by left-leaning Sandinistas, were fighting rebels in Chinandega and Esteli. The rebels, led by left-leaning Sandinistas, were also fighting rebels in Chinandega and Esteli.

The Venezuelan government has been sharply critical of Somoza and has called for international mediation to end the conflict here.
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SHAKEY'S

“OPEN HOUSE”

McDONNELL DOUGLAS — ST. LOUIS

THE LEADING AEROSPACE CORPORATION,

IS HAVING AN “OPEN HOUSE”

FOR ENGINEERING SENIORS

INTERESTED IN LEARNING

MORE ABOUT JOB OPPORTUNITIES

• Talk with recent engineering graduates presently working with McDonnell Douglas
• Refreshments
• Movies—Fighter & Commercial Aircraft, Spacecraft, Missile Programs
• Brochures of all aerospace programs

7:00 to 9:00 PM

Monday, September 25

Morris Inn

An Equal Opportunity Employer U. S. Citizenship Required

ENGGINEERING SENIORS
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LaFortune receives furniture

by Tom Jackman

Butcherblock tables and chairs were installed last week in the first floor lounge of LaFortune Student Center, completing a highly visible facet of the $400,000 renovation project. The question of whether or not this will help bring about increased use of the Student Center is as yet unanswered.

Student Body President Andy McKenna said yesterday that he feels it's "definitely a good change, and the atmosphere has changed considerably. If people want to relax, they can go upstairs to the lounge (where the old sofas are not located)." The furniture change was made "to make it a bit more of a social area," McKenna said, adding that the new tables would provide a "better food facility" after the renovation of the Huddle.

Mike Roohan, student body vice-president, also approved of the changes. "The 'Airport Lounge' (a nickname for the previous lounge) was too spread out. The new furniture adds more close contact," he stated. Roohan felt the lounge will get more use "after the first barrage of tests, when student apathy sets in." He also highly commended Bro. Kieran, an assistant vice-president for Business Affairs and the overseer of the project, for doing an "excellent job."

However, Roohan said he feels that more than just renovation is needed. "Basically, we need a new building. Student centers on a lot of campuses offer a lot of things, and so does this one, but theirs were designed for that purpose. This was designed as a science building," Roohan said. He added that next year the student government hopes to sponsor a LaFortune Night, with movies and activities taking place all over the building, as a means of arousing interest in the building.

Moves to increase usage of LaFortune began last year as students claimed that no one used the building, and that the library was a better place to socialize than the student center.

The management of LaFortune, however, released a statement over the summer which said, "Even though some say the LaFortune Student Center is not used much, we would like to have some people know the facts recorded during the 1977-78 school year." The statement pointed out that the building was in use for 134 one-half hour to four hour periods, and the amplitudes for 107 periods.

The lounge change was one of the final projects of the renovation, which will be completed by the Huddle renovation and the installation of an elevator. All money for the project was donated by the LaFortune family.

The Huddle will close one week before the Christmas break to undergo complete renovation over the holidays. McKenna said that the fast-food restaurant will be "more like a McDonald's-type place, with a 'Country Store' on the side serving various meats and cheeses."

Since the Huddle will be closed during the week of final exams, arrangements are being made to keep the pay cafeteria open until midnight during that period. Use of the lounge seems to have increased noticeably during the mid-afternoon periods, but few people were in the lounge after dinner. Most people expressed indifference to the changes, though one said, "I don't like it if it looks like Kubak's." One person studying after dinner noted, "It seems more like a library than a lounge, a kind of liked those old sofas."

Davies, Cerny to perform

The Notre Dame Concert Series will present Notre Dame music faculty Deborah Davies, cello, and William Cerny, piano, in the complete cycle of the Beethoven cello sonatas, to be performed in two segments 8:15 p.m. Monday and 8:15 p.m. Wednesday.

Both recitals, which are open to the public without charge, are to be held in the Library Auditorium. Davies, who holds a Master of Music from the Performer's Certificate at Indiana University at Bloomington, is instructor of music at Notre Dame and principal cellist of the South Bend Symphony. Cerny, a graduate of Yale, is chairman of the Notre Dame music department and Davies, with the addition of Assistant Professor Martin Byrd, form the Notre Dame Piano Trio.

Monday's program will comprise three sonatas from Beethoven's early and middle periods. Wednesday's program concludes the cycle with a performance of the opus 92 sonatas, written at the beginning of Beethoven's final period.

Theatre for 107 periods.

The Notre Dame Piano Trio.

Professor Adrian Bryttan, form the

DEPARTMENT holds self-defense classes

Beginning Monday, Sept. 18, the Physical Education Department will sponsor a series of six classes on women's self-defense. These classes, which will run from 6:30-8 p.m. in the LaFortune ballroom, will be taught by Sgt. Nicholas Wolvos of the South Bend Police Department.

In the first class, Sgt. Wolvos will discuss the psychological makeup of an attacker and methods to verbally dissuade him. Subsequent classes will concentrate on the six major holds that an attacker might use and ways to escape them.

All ND-SMC students are invited to attend these classes, which will meet on Monday and Wednesday for the next three weeks. Comfortable clothing is recommended.

Struzzo, a Holy Cross priest, believes that every illness, no matter what its origin, is health. It is the aim of the counselor to reinforce this idea to the individual. The present program of the Center offers help to any individual, marital, or group problem. Struzzo added that a training program for clergy and professionals in pastoral counseling skills will be established in the near future.

The St. Joseph Valley Pastoral Counseling Center is affiliated with the Institute of Religion and Health in New York City. It is a non-profit organization, requiring the financial support of the community. A fee is charged in accordance with the ability of the individual to pay.

Anyone wishing further information should contact Struzzo at 208-8460.

Counseling center opens for area and campus use

by Kate Killmucke

A new counseling center available to the residents of the South Bend-Notre Dame-St. Mary's community opened on Labor Day, located at the Fatima Retreat House across from St. Mary's College, the St. Joseph Valley Pastoral Counseling Center is now open to people of all faiths, races, and non-religious groups.

John A. Struzzo, Ph.D., has recently accepted the appointment as director of the Center. "The Pastoral Counseling Center is not trying to impose religious beliefs on others. It joins religious values with the physical, psychological, and emotional aspects of the individual in his treatment. Through this counseling we are helping people to realize their full potential," Struzzo said.

Week, includes beliefs that benefit every illness, so matter what its origin, it is health. It is the aim of the counselor to reinforce this idea to the individual. The present program of the Center offers help to any individual, marital, or group problem. Struzzo added that a training program for clergy and professionals in pastoral counseling skills will be established in the near future.

The St. Joseph Valley Pastoral Counseling Center is affiliated with the Institute of Religion and Health in New York City. It is a non-profit organization, requiring the financial support of the community. A fee is charged in accordance with the ability of the individual to pay.

Anyone wishing further information should contact Struzzo at 208-8460.
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Dr. Harvey Bender, professor of genetics, addressed students in the freshman biology program with his interpretation of Jacques Monod's book "Chance and Necessity." He pointed out a fascinating new way to interpret the book. He showed how DNA functions in living organisms, treating the subject through the various biological structures and their systems of communication.

After a treatment of genetics on a biochemical level, Bender extended the discussion to the time-control nature of genetic control.

After this introduction, Bender gave his critique of Monod's ideas. This was a new biology book which has so shaken modern thought," Bender stated in regards to its theories of evolution. He said biological evolution is more like the creative process of the arts, than a series of natural selection. The same is true for the approach to the arts, which frequently involves the same ideas involved in the sciences. "One always follows a process of necessity."

"One must find out all about biological principles as they related to the book. He showed how DNA functions in living organisms, treating the subject through the various biological structures and their systems of communication.

After a treatment of genetics on a biochemical level, Bender extended the discussion to the time-control nature of genetic control.

After this introduction, Bender gave his critique of Monod's ideas. This was a new biology book which has so shaken modern thought," Bender stated in regards to its theories of evolution. He said biological evolution is more like the creative process of the arts, than a series of natural selection. The same is true for the approach to the arts, which frequently involves the same ideas involved in the sciences. "One always follows a process of necessity."

Wanted to trade the tickets for Purdue. Please call Joe 8336.
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**by Marty Rosell**
**Sports Writer**

"Speaking of sports, you're on the air."

Every Sunday from 9 to 11 p.m. and Wednesday from 11 to midnight, Paul Stauder, Lou Severino, Frank McCullough and the author of the Sunday's game at St. Mary's University/Purdue University at Fort Wayne, 41st Friday night, before a crowd of several hundred at Cartier Field. The Irish dominated play throughout the game, taking 30 shots at goal compared to IU/PU's 14. Notre Dame goals Bob Mitterer made five saves while shutting out IU/PU for all but the last 45 seconds of the game. IU/PU came at 85:15 after a controversial foul kick. Rickey made the save, but IU/PU's Joe Bentz stole the rebound and knocked the ball in.

The Irish offense had a workout as they controlled the ball for most of the game. The Notre Dame goal came at 11:03 when Joe Conley scored after assisted by Mike Mai and Kevin Lowey. The game remained stalled at 1-0 for the rest of the game until 85:15 after a controversial foul kick. Rickey made the save, but IU/PU's Joe Bentz stole the rebound and knocked the ball in.

The offensive had a workout as they controlled the ball for most of the game. The first Notre Dame goal came at 11:03 when Joe Conley scored after assisted by Mike Mai and Kevin Lowey. The game remained stalled at 1-0 for the rest of the game until 85:15 after a controversial foul kick. Rickey made the save, but IU/PU's Joe Bentz stole the rebound and knocked the ball in. The Irish offense had a workout as they controlled the ball for most of the game. The first Notre Dame goal came at 11:03 when Joe Conley scored after assisted by Mike Mai and Kevin Lowey. The game remained stalled at 1-0 for the rest of the game until 85:15 after a controversial foul kick. Rickey made the save, but IU/PU's Joe Bentz stole the rebound and knocked the ball in. The offensive had a workout as they controlled the ball for most of the game. The first Notre Dame goal came at 11:03 when Joe Conley scored after assisted by Mike Mai and Kevin Lowey. The game remained stalled at 1-0 for the rest of the game until 85:15 after a controversial foul kick. Rickey made the save, but IU/PU's Joe Bentz stole the rebound and knocked the ball in.